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BUMPER solves for asset price protection, using a
DeFi protocol with a near-zero slippage engine.

BUMPER is a DeFi product

OVERVIEW

BUMPER is a DeFi price protection protocol built on Ethereum, created by founders of INDX and the team

at Block8 (who previously designed Havven). BUMPER protects the price of crypto assets (ETH at launch)

by providing a decentralised software facility for ‘Takers’ of protection to operate diametrically to ‘Makers’

of liquidity. Protected positions incur a floating daily premium, nominally 3% p.a, that is used to incentivise

stablecoin depositors into a liquidity Reserve.

The BUMPER protocol is a pure, decentralised market for on-chain asset price risk, which is transferred

from a stablecoin Reserve through to cascading redundancy modules. At any point in time the Reserve has

a measurable aggregate liability representing all positions. Should the liability exceed parameterized safety

levels, the protocol rebalances, firstly by utilising first order dynamics, such as Premium / Yield curves /

BUMP distributions and then by opening up to arbitrage and, if necessary, DEXs. A separate prudential

capital reserve acts to backstop any realized deficit.

Conclusively, these redundancy measures make BUMPER a highly productive tool to achieve efficient risk

transfer via liability pooling, resulting in secure crypto asset price protection.

PROTECTION TAKING & MAKING

Takers of protection set the price floor they wish to protect, then deposit their assets into the BUMPER

protocol. In return, BUMPER opens a Taker position and issues a corresponding amount of Bumpered

assets. These are fee-bearing tokens, which represent their protected position minus accumulated fees. A

Taker’s Bumpered Asset (bASSET) balance is calculated every time the balanceOf() function is called, but
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the balance is only adjusted with their accumulated premiums at the time of redemption in a single

transaction.

Makers of protection provide liquidity, which opens a position in the stablecoin Reserve. Similarly BUMPER

generates a set of fungible ERC-777 tokens, which represents a future claim on the stablecoin Reserve.

These are yield bearing tokens that attract interest over time, paid in stablecoin (or $BUMP), and calculated

on a yield curve parameterized by protocol settings and approved by decentralized governance.

TAKING PROTECTION

Users protect their assets by attaching a wallet to the BUMPER

Web3 dApp. BUMPER charges a nominal floating daily premium,

which proportionally drops as the protected asset price increases

in value. Users choose the amount and price of ETH to protect

(further assets will be added in future releases).

In return, the protocol locks the ETH in the BUMPER smart

contract and debits back a corresponding amount of Bumpered

ETH (bETH). bETH is a fungible token that represents a claim

over the underlying asset pool at a secured price point.

To end protection, users send their bETH or equivalent value back

to the protocol. BUMPER then reconciles and returns the

protected amount, minus any premium fees back to the user’s

wallet. Users can jump in and out of protection as often as they

wish.
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EARNING A YIELD

Liquidity providers use the BUMPER dApp to send USDC to the

protocol to receive a yield (further stablecoins will be added in

future releases). In return the protocol sends the user a

corresponding amount of Bumpered USDC (bUSDC). This is a

fungible yield-bearing token, pegged to USDC, but which

increases correspondingly over time due to the accrued yield.

You can transact and trade this token, as you would any other.

Importantly, the stablecoin liquidity pool generates a yield to

attract inter-protocol Total Value Locked (TVL). Furthermore,

since the pool is covering only ‘virtual’ liabilities, a large

percentage can be sent to other protocols (i.e YEARN) to earn a

secondary yield, in addition to the premiums paid by protection

Takers.

Users who wish to withdraw their USDC can simply redeem their

bUSDC from the protocol and BUMPER returns their original

supplied USDC plus accrued interest back to the user’s wallet.
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BUMPER TECH

ECOSYSTEM

NEAR-ZERO SLIPPAGE ENGINE

Risk interchange between protection Takers and Makers is conducted through a pool-based,

deferred-transaction approach. The near-zero slippage engine collates every position that is instigated by

either a Maker that supplies stablecoin, or a Taker that supplies an asset. Note that the protocol is

currently designed such that each asset has a separate asset pool, while the stablecoin pool is a single,

common capital Reserve. Every position that is created debits or credits a respective number of assets

from the liquidity Reserve or Asset (non stable) pool. Fungible bAsset tokens take their place, representing

a share on either the corresponding asset pool, or a claim on the Reserve, at an agreed price. In this way,

buyers of short-term price volatility protection can be matched with long-term yield chasing investors.

Transactions are deferred to execute on-chain for both Makers and Takers, based on the individual position

settings and a minimum period after which cancellations, closures or claims can be made, which are

global protocol parameters set by the governance process. This hysteresis is a second-order risk
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dampener which imposes a minimum period before changes to a given position can be made. The

protocol will function without this, but damping the transaction flux with hysteresis removes a potential

class of attack vectors. Beyond this hysteresis, third-order risk damping functions can also be included as

the protocol grows in sophistication over time, considering measurements such as volatility, asset

diversification, and sentiment.

RESERVE REBALANCING

Bumper dynamically reacts to the aggregate amount of liability presented by the Asset pool. Under normal

circumstances, the ratio of Asset pool to stablecoin Reserve will vary as Takers and Makers open and

close their positions. BUMPER takes this one step further, by segmenting Maker risk into a tranched

hierarchy. Hence sophisticated Makers can operate in one or more risk markets made available by the

protocol, which is elaborated upon in Risk Segmentation.

BUMPER therefore measures the Reserve-to-Assets Ratio (RAR) against the relevant risk settings in the

governance or protocol state, in order to understand the current liability of the Reserve. These ratios are

important to maintain as it represents the aggregate liability the Reserve must cover.

FIRST ORDER, ARBITRAGE, DEX & BACKSTOP REDUNDANCY

BUMPER utilizes first and second order mechanisms to modulate the variable components of premiums,

yields and token distributions, in order to rebalance. This modulation will be programmed via a function

that is upgradeable via governance, so as to allow the protocol to constantly calibrate the value of

premiums, yields or $BUMP tokens to incentivise restoration of the target ratio. The stablecoin Reserve is

composed of higher tranched yield pools with incentivised $BUMP token distribution. By isolating risk

away from the stablecoin Reserve, BUMPER is able to attract inter-defi protocols seeking zero-risk

stablecoin yields to maximise its TVL.

This risk function will be public in terms of its logical encoding in the protocol, as will its parameters, which

again will be tunable via community governance processes. Should first order incentives fail to restore the

ratio, BUMPER will allow itself to be rebalanced by arbitrage bots to trade with the Asset pool and supply

additional capital to the Reserve. In periods where arbitrage incentives are insufficient, BUMPER will

execute community permissioned trades on predetermined DEXs. Any resulting Deficit (realized loss) will

be significantly mitigated, if not completely resolved, by the redistribution to the higher incentivised

cascading tranches, with a final ‘backstop’ Prudential Capital Reserve to manage any realized debt.
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RISK SEGMENTATION

Premiums and Yields are calculated based on several measured risk vectors, including the following

relationships:

Asset-to-Liability Ratio = ALR

Reserve-to-Liability Ratio = RLR

Reserve-to-Deficit Ratio = RDR

Reserve-to-Asset Ratio = RAR

Premiums paid by Takers are captured by BUMPER and distributed as a yield to Makers. In extreme market

volatility, the protocol features risk segmentation to distribute premium fees based upon risk appetite.

There are currently 3 tranches in the Reserve; Stablecoin Reserve, T1 Reserve and T2 Reserve , each

attracting different yields based on different risk appetites and responsibility to the protocol.

As the RDR moves towards the high end of tolerance, Taker Premiums increase and Maker yields are

readjusted amongst the tranches to account for the increased risk environment. Makers who believe the

stress in the asset price is temporary can move to higher tranches and earn a greater yield (albeit with a

higher loss priority and longer terms), while Makers who are less confident can remain in the lower

tranches and forego potential higher yield.

This can be easily represented within the contract by a segment position enum, with each value having a

parameterized value that represents the coefficients of their yield calculation. This allows BUMPER to

create hierarchical sets of price risk markets and, by calibrating the various settings, respond to changes

and return to equilibrium.

LIABILITY,DEFICIT & PRUDENTIAL RESERVE

Under normal market fluctuations, the ratio of the value of the Reserve to the sum of claims (ie.

Reserve-to-Liability - RLR) will vary. Similarly, as claims are made by Takers against the reserve, the

Reserve-to-Deficit Ratio (RDR) decreases. These ratios are important to maintain against their setpoints,

as they represent the ability of the protocol to cover both assets and liquidity claims. The protocol trivially

calculates the RDR and any increasing negative deviation will result in modulation of the variable

components of Premium / Yield.

The Prudential Capital Reserve (PCR) is a USDC reserve held for deployment against scenarios when the

protocol’s protected assets come under a high amount of stress over time. It is configured to buy the risk

(realized debt) if after all other balancing mechanisms and risk tranches prove insufficient. This approach
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fills the deficit, while also allowing space for external Makers to join those markets. The PCR therefore

allows Makers to plan their strategies, knowing there will always be one additional Maker (the BUMPER

protocol) who will enter the market with a deterministic strategy.

DEFICIT TREATMENT

In instances where the protocol detects a Deficit, Takers remain incentivised to activate their claim within

their defined range due to the increase in premiums and the opportunity to take profit from their position.

Asset price protection can be defined as:

Range, R = [protected price point (“floor”),  r . protected price point],

where r = configuration value (0 <= r < 1)

With the lower bound of R set to zero, thereby prioritising Makers for loss according to their risk tranche,

while incentivising Takers to close their position with rising Premiums.

The presence of a Liability that exceeds the desired range is a deterministic calculation based on the value

of the Reserve and the value of all Claims (RLR). However, detecting the presence of a Debt is probabilistic.

In an extreme scenario with a combination of an insufficient response from ecosystem actors, extremely

severe and correlated stressed assets that are protected in the protocol, along with insufficient capital

reserves, the protocol may decide that it will not rebalance quickly enough. In such a scenario, the Reserve

will present an instantaneous unrealized loss for Makers, but one that is not forecasted to fully repair.

Downward asset price movements will instigate some number of claims to be made against the Reserve.

To determine how to manage the deficit, the protocol will estimate what its risk of deficit really is, known

as the Expected Loss, or Expected Realized Debt. This estimate is a function of several static protocol

settings, including the collateralisation ratio of the Reserve, the amount of capital held in the Prudential

Capital Reserve, the time-dependent liabilities to Takers, and debts to Makers. When an instantaneous (i.e.

impermanent) Deficit is measured, the protocol has some amount of time to respond with its set of

incentives, and for asset prices to increase, before those debts and liabilities fall due, which would

constitute a realized debt.

The Expected Loss also depends on several interdependent stochastic variables, meaning that the

Expected Loss is only ever probabilistic because the future actions of ecosystem actors is

non-deterministic. Debt estimation must also consider the effect of the protocol’s first order remediation

measures, which are probabilistic (e.g. dynamic incentives can shift Deficits to later in time), even before

the impact of second-order measures are employed. Even though the state of the protocol may be sound,
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the flux of new deposits and future asset prices can never be known ahead of time. Inputs into this

calculation include the steepness of the price fall curve (time) and the absolute value of the deficit.

RISK MANAGEMENT

With the near-zero slippage engine, price risk of individual positions is transferred through to the Reserve,

which, at any point in time, has a measurable total liability. By design, the Reserve liability will lag the

average measured asset price as Taker positions in the protocol are constantly added and removed; if the

asset price of a given pool increases monotonically, so does the liability, albeit at a slower rate due to

averaging effects. The same is true for a monotonically decreasing price. BUMPER initially solves for asset

price risk, by allowing risk to be sold in an open market, sharing risk amongst liquidity providers,

dynamically responding to price on a per-block basis, and setting static parameters to adjust the response

of the protocol to higher-order risk measures.

But risk vectors extend beyond simple price protection. BUMPER is a highly efficient market which

develops efficient risk transfer pricing via liability pooling. However, nothing is ever completely risk-free. It is

a fundamental assumption that any action one takes (or doesn’t), carries an associated risk, and no DeFi

protocol can ever fully protect against unexpected exogenous impacts. What the first BUMPER release

does provide, however, is an efficient protection market for the Ethereum-based DeFi ecosystem. The

protocol balances Taker claims with Maker withdrawals, and the inherent escalation mechanisms make

for an extremely robust ecosystem with settings that can match market demands.

ROAD MAP
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MARKET OPPORTUNITY

BUMPER’s potential market size is equal to the market cap of crypto.

RETAIL : Protection via the BUMPER dApp on all ERC-20 tokens

: Stablecoin yield via the BUMPER dApp

$40bn

INTER-PROTOCOL

: Stablecoin yield (Premiums + 3rd party vault yields)

: Protection for unstable assets

INSTITUTIONAL : Stablecoin yield ( KYC/AML front-end)

: Protection for unstable assets (KYC/AML front-end)

$15bn

CDP ASSETS

: bASSETS reduce over-collateralisation from 150% to c.105%

: bASSETS incur zero liquidations risk

3rd PARTY WALLETS : Integration with MetaMask, Coinbase & Revolut etc

BENCHMARKS

STOP LOSS ORDER : Prevents loss, but no exposure to upswing

OPTIONS CONTRACT : Expensive, complex and fixed expiry

BUMPER : Inexpensive 3% p.a, ultra efficient, flexible and accessible

COMPETITION

The current market of financial instruments to hedge volatility is underserved. There is currently no

equivalent of BUMPER within crypto or traditional finance. Option and Futures exchanges (Debit, Bakkt,

CME) offer comparative hedging instruments, but at high cost. Defi Option protocols (Hegic, Opyn) are

embryonic, offering blocked expiry periods, insufficient market depth and prohibitive rates.
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EXPECTED REVENUES

BUMPER earns a 0.5% fee from protection Premiums and 0.25% from stablecoin Reserve. Therefore every

$200m (or less) locked into the protocol, generates $750k in revenue. The target is a TVL of $1bn within

the first year of launch, translating into $3.75m annual revenue. It is expected the token value would be

correlated to the increased TVL.

BUMPERNOMICS
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GO-TO-MARKET STRATEGY

BUMPER will launch bETH, followed by bWBTC. These products offer a path of least resistance to the

largest market cap, allowing liquidity mining to reach critical mass. Both user types of the protocol, LPs

and BUMPER policyholders, will be rewarded through yield farming while utilising the native BUMP token to

bootstrap network effects. Integration  with 3rd party wallets to white label BUMPER protection.

Strategic partnerships with other DeFi protocols seeking Yields or Protection. The stablecoin Reserve is

designed to generate a risk free yield so as to attract liquidity from other protocols such Yearn, Curve and

Barnbridge. Conversely it is anticipated that inter-protocol vaults with unstable assets will create

Bumpered pools to protect against a predetermined floor.

This will be followed by the launch of CDP products (bETH / bBTC / bSNX etc) which are optimised for

CDPs. The expectation is that the major lending protocols will whitelist Bumpered tokens for use with their

protocols. By design, the protocol’s architecture employs the BUMP token to play a critical role within the

ecosystem, while also providing access to governance voting rights which increases value as reflected by

the token price.

BUMPER TEAM

CEO COO CTO CMO Tech Advisor
Jonathan DeCarteret

“Defi”
Gareth Ward

“JauntTrooper”
Samuel Brooks
“noClip”

Jason Suttie
“The Pylot”

Gokul Alex

Bumper protects the value of your

crypto using an innovative DeFi

protocol.

Block8, engineering team

behind some of the most

successful crypto projects.

www.bumper.fi www.block8.com
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For investment enquiries:

Contact invest@bumper.fi

Bumper

https://bumper.fi

https://www.linkedin.com/company/bumperfinance

https://bumperfinance.medium.com/

https://t.me/bumperfinance

https://discord.gg/KZDxCYf9hH
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